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GN04011 Bombay Sapphire London 
Dry Gin, England

6 1L 3,465 20,790 Whilst ordinary gins boil their botanicals directly in the spirit to achieve their flavour, 
the taste of Bombay Sapphire gin is created through the Vapour Infusion process. 
A complex aromatic liquid that delivers the tantalising and smooth flavour that is 
Bombay Sapphire London Dry Gin.

GN04013 Bulldog London Dry Gin, 
England

6 75cl 3,101 18,608 Bulldog London dry gin is a multi-award winning, super-premium gin handcrafted at 
an English distillery that has been making the highest quality gin with an exotic blend 
of 12 all-natural botanicals from 8 different countries, along with the highest-quality 
British wheat and water, the resulting mix is an unparalleled.

GN04003 Opihr Oriental Spiced 
London Dry Gin, England

6 70cl 8,277 49,664 Opihr Oriental Spiced London Dry Gin is adored for its black pepper, zesty, pine 
forest and coriander flavor notes.

GN04004 Tanqueray London Dry Gin, 
Scotland

6 70cl 11,113 66,675 Tanqueray London Dry Gin is bottled at a slightly higher strength than most gin, 
which makes the flavor profile beautifully bold. Depending on the market it's sold in, 
you'll find it bottled from 43.1 percent to 47.3 percent ABV (86.2 to 94.6 proof). You 
can mix this gin into any cocktail and it won't get lost.

GN04017 Mare Mediterranean Gin, 
Spain

6 70cl 12,915 77,490 Mare is a Mediterranean gin flavoured with four principal botanicals: basil, thyme, 
rosemary and, most unusual of all, the Arbequina olive. Alongside juniper, cardamom 
and citrus, these different botanicals create a strangely arresting gin: you'll know 
when you've had a Mare.

GN04027 Copperhead The Alchemist's 
London Dry Gin, Belgium

6 70cl 18,817 112,901 Mr. Copperhead was a notorious alchemist, in search of the elixir of life. During 
his pursuit and much to his own surprise, he conjured up an exquisite composition, 
using a copper pot still and a recipe based on five essential botanicals: angelica, 
juniper, cardamom, orange peel and coriander seed. The balance of this mix is 
absolutely perfect. The nose shows a lot of coriander and the juniper is clear with a 
touch of cardamom to finish. Copperhead is a gentle and versatile gin which can be 
mixed with meticulously elaborated blends to spice up your gin & tonic.

GN04018 Black Forest Distillers 
Monkey 47 Schwarzwald 
Dry Gin, Germany

6 50cl 23,205 139,230 An unusual gin from the Black Forest in Germany, Monkey 47 contains a unique 
ingredient. The 47 comes from the number of botanicals that go into this unique gin, 
and the fact that it's bottled at a healthy 47%.

GN04005 Hendrick's Gin, Scotland 6 70cl 8,820 52,920 Hendrick's is handcrafted in Scotland, using the highest quality neutral grain spirit 
distilled through two different types of still for a unique blend of floral notes and 
depth of character taking from eleven different botanicals and a delightfully peculiar 
infusion with the combination of traditional gin botanicals.

GN04021 G'Vine Floraison Gin, France 6 70cl 13,000 78,000 Produced in the French region of Cognac, G'Vine is a hint as to what this unique gin 
contains. It's actually infused with Ugni Blanc grape, as well as some more standard 
botanicals including ginger root, liquorice, cardamom, cassia bark, coriander, cubeb 
berries, nutmeg, lime and even a bit of juniper.


